NEW GYOKURO HARVESTS
yokuro dates back to 1835, when it was created by a tea farmer in Japan
who covered his tea leaves with straw mats to protect them from the
frost during a particularly long and cold winter. The resulting tea,
named the Jewel of Dew, was an instant success. Thereafter, the process of
shading tea gardens, particularly in the region of Yame, was developed and
improved, resulting in leaves which by means of reduced photosynthesis
contained a high concentration of theanine and an exceptionally sweet, grassy
flavour. Perfected over the years, this green tea was named Gyokuro, and is
today one of the most precious teas in the world.

GYOKURO SAMURAI
$24 per pot / $77 per 50g
Several weeks before the harvest, the plantation is shaded to
infuse the leaves with chlorophyll, which results in a unique
and verdant taste, recognised by connoisseurs worldwide.
This intoxicating green tea yields an exquisite nectar,
boasting a tannin-free infusion with the sweet scent of fresh
grass. A work of art.
GYOKURO MIKADO
$32.5 per pot / $120 per 50g
Elegance in a cup. Picked carefully by hand during a single
annual harvest, this renowned garden is shaded for three weeks
before picking to achieve a more intense, creamy flavour with
few tannins. The shiny, forest green colored leaves yield a
chartreuse green infusion with a high chlorophyll content, a
sweet taste and a lingering subtle aftertaste. One of the most
noble and refined teas of Japan, Gyokuro Mikado is ideal to
drink alone or with a meal.
GYOKURO MINAMI
$156.5 per pot / $738 per 50g
The Gyokuro Minami is cultivated in Hoshino village
according to traditional methods kept secret for many
generations. Sheltered for 20 days to produce a grassy bouquet,
the needle-like leaves are luminescent and emerald green and
yield a heady, biscuity flavour when infused which quickly
deepens into a gentle sweetness. TWG Tea was able to procure
the entire harvest of 4.5kg from this award-winning garden.
GYOKURO HISUI
$164.5 per pot / $779 per 50g
This marvellous harvest was lovingly cultivated by the
Master of Gyokuro, an exceptional craftsman with 59 years
of experience. He works alone to achieve some of the most
sought-after teas of Japan, the last in a great line of tea
planters. Covered with hand braided rice mats called ‘Komo’
for 25 days, this Hon-Gyokuro is harvested by hand just once
a year resulting in sea-green leaves of incredible intensity in
chlorophyll. Rich and enveloping with thick and heady notes known as ‘ooi-ka’,
this tea is of extraordinary quality. Because of our privileged relationship, TWG Tea
reserved the entire 2019 harvest of 4.5kg.
IMPERIAL GYOKURO $228.5 per pot / $1,100 per 50g
TWG Tea is proud to offer privileged tea connoisseurs one
of the rarest and grandest teas in the world, the Imperial
Gyokuro cultivated by one of Japan’s most renowned tea
planters in Yame. Painstakingly cultivated under handmade
rice straw mats for 21 days, this tea absorbs generous
quantities of precious minerals which wash through the
mats during rain showers and on dewy mornings. Thanks to
gentle breezes and dappled rays of sunlight that filter through the braided straw, this
glossy, jade-coloured tea grows very slowly, but in consequence, develops a brilliant
sweetness and concentrated flavour. Be one of the first to taste a harvest fit for a king.
Only 4.5kg are available worldwide.
Prices are not inclusive of service charge or goods & services tax.
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